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Works Of Henri Bergson
She then turns her critical eye to five major modernist writers - T.S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, Dorothy Richardson, and Joseph Conrad - and provides insightful and detailed Bergsonian ...
Henri Bergson and British Modernism
This collection presents new and promising interpretations of Henri Bergson, revealing the reach of his thought ... resource for scholars as well as students already familiar with his work.' Source: ...
Interpreting Bergson
All scientists work with the theory of two different parts of the memory ... A language for that which has no language In contrast to the natural scientists, the French philosopher Henri Bergson (1859 ...
The Body as a Memory Medium
Tynan drew on the work of philosopher Havi Carel ... French philosopher Henri Bergson protested that memories are not “in” brain cells; it would make more sense to say that brain cells ...
Body Ownership and the Spirit of Capitalism
In school, he had some extraordinary teachers: Stéphane Mallarmé at Condorcet and, in the Ecole Normale Henri IV, the philosopher Henri Bergson. (Bergson advised ... have a feeling of privacy about ...
Two poems by Léon-Paul Fargue
The philosopher Henri Bergson, whom Péguy knew and whose work he wrote about, said that “he knew my most secret thought, such as I have never expressed it, such as I would have wished to express it.” ...
Charles Péguy
4. Henri Bergson made a distinction between duration and time French philosopher Henri Bergson (1859-1941) argued that our experience of time as a duration differs from the scientific measurement ...
Seven things that might surprise you about time
In the earliest part of the 20th Century the Frenchman Henri Bergson was the most celebrated ... An exciting holiday will seem to fly by. A week at work, trawling through emails, can drag on ...
Do we all experience time differently?
Inspired by the work of French philosopher and Nobel Prize Winner Henri-Louis Bergson (1859–1941), Kahn was convinced that a knowledge of the world’s cultures would lead to peaceful co ...
The banker and his Utopian peace mission
Still my best-known work, synthesizing a theory of embodied, tactile, and multisensory visuality from Henri Bergson, Deleuze and Guattari’s take on Aloïs Riegl, and Islamic aesthetics. For a useful ...
Laura U. Marks
She draws attention to the importance of the work of Friedrich Nietzsche, Henri Bergson, John Cage, Ezra Pound, the de Campos brothers – Haroldo and Augusto – and Yoko Ono, among others, in the ...
The Tropicália movement, according to Hélio Oiticica
and Henri Bergson, who in 1927 won the Nobel Prize in Literature for his philosophical works. The 19th century in Malta dawned with several hundred Maltese refugees leaving the island because of ...
Fernand Gregh (1873-1960) – a Frenchman of Maltese ancestry in Academie Français
Billancourt, reopened its doors last April with a new building. © Julia Brechler/CD92 The imposing, origami-like shape of the Albert Kahn Museum appears at the exit to the Boulogne Pont de Saint-Cloud ...
The Dream of Albert Kahn
Eliot while offering readings of major work by both writers, including The Waste Land ... including Sigmund Freud, Friedrich Nietzsche, Henri Bergson and Walter Benjamin, to offer compelling ...
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